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the sk8000w is designed for off-grid power, and the sk9000w is for grid power. with a power output of up to
8000w, the sk8000w can provide residential lighting with a single 12v connection. this power converter can

also be used for emergency lighting systems. the addition of the standalone sk9000w means that mains
power can be provided from a single connection. the sk9000w is a heavy duty and robust version of the
sk8000w. as such, it is capable of providing extra power for larger buildings, high power equipment, or

telecommunications. the swiss kraft sk8500w generator was specifically designed to solve the problem of
the lack of fast-response power at the beginning of a power outage. it is economical and easy to use. the
sk8500w can be operated with any type of external motor. as a result, it can also be used in the event of
grid power outages. its low weight of 55kg makes it easy to carry. at the touch of a button, the sk8500w
can be activated in seconds. after completion of the start-up procedure, the sk8500w will automatically
power down again when the mains supply drops out. a generator that works that way does not need any

special room or place in order to start working. with the sk8500w, an evacuation plan for disasters and site
contamination events needs to consider only two locations. these two locations can be the homes of the
victims or the places where the generator is stored. if the generator is stored at the workplace, it may be

located in a different room, or it may be installed on the roof of the workplace. in most cases, the sk8500w
can be used for a longer period. 5ec8ef588b
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